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This article focuses on the basics of Photoshop for experienced users who want to create their own projects. Adobe Photoshop, like any
good tool, can be intimidating to new users, especially if you didn't take a class, attend a workshop, or learn on your own through trial
and error. If this is your first time using Photoshop, we suggest you take a pre-camping trip and familiarize yourself with the basics.
Photo Editing Software Photoshop Adobe Photoshop is the most popular photo editing software, but it has a ton of features. We're

going to focus on the most commonly used (and easiest) editing tools. You can find out all about the other Photoshop editing tools by
visiting the Photoshop Help. Moving Farther Down The Photoshop Road There are some other options out there for editing. InDesign

is a full-featured page layout program that focuses on editing typography, page layout, and overall page design. Gimp is another
commonly used software that enables raster image editing. Now, that we've covered the basics, let's cover creating your own projects.
Creating Your Own Projects When you go to a company's web page and you see the photos they've uploaded, they've probably done a
little bit of editing to make sure the photos are of the best quality and are ready for a web page. To do this you'll need to get familiar
with Photoshop. Here's a big tip: Use a trial version of Photoshop, one that you don't need to buy, until you're comfortable with it.

Download the trial from adobe.com/photoshop/home. And if you do download it, don't forget to download the update to keep the trial
up to date (yes, you'll have to download and update the trial after you download). If you don't want to use a trial, go to a friends house
or a family member's house and try it out. Use it for a couple days and do your homework. Create some photos that you want to keep,
and then save the images in a folder. Then, when you're ready, start with the basics. Getting Started Once you're ready to save a photo
in Photoshop, you'll do it by opening up the Create A New File dialog. This is a bit different depending on what version of Photoshop

you're using, but it's the same idea. To save a photo,
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But what if you just want to learn how to use Photoshop? You don't need to be a pro photographer to use Photoshop. It's possible to
have a lot of fun with Photoshop and actually learn how to use Photoshop. What follows is a comprehensive list of websites that teach

you how to use Photoshop from scratch. You may also like to check out the Photoshop resources section for resources designed to
teach you how to use Photoshop such as: Beginners' Photoshop Courses Beginner Photoshop – Artful Beans Imageshack Photoshop
Class Smashing Images Smashing Photography The Graphic Thief Content Creation For Beginners Digital Art Techniques Paint.net

Freebies Texture Assignment (Fundamentals of Texturing) Image Processing – Theory and Practice Style – A Fundamentals of
Graphic Design Photoshop Mentor Textbooks Photoshop and Graphic Design Resources Photoshop Elements Resources Graphic
Design Resources Photoshop Tutorials Photoshop Games Photoshop and Photography Resources Image Editing Tutorials Sources
Beginners' Photoshop Courses Beginners' Photoshop – Artful Beans The Artful Beans Photoshop tutorials are a great resource for
aspiring image editors. Artful Beans covers a wide range of topics from painting, drawing and photoshop basics to more advanced
Photoshop tutorials. Image Processing – Theory and Practice Smashing Images Smashing Images is a very popular site which has

thousands of Photoshop tutorials, covering all areas of photography and general image editing. Smashing Images also has a separate site
which has Photoshop tutorials exclusively. Textbooks Style – A Fundamentals of Graphic Design Texture Assignment (Fundamentals

of Texturing) Paint.net Freebies The Graphic Thief The Graphic Thief has an excellent collection of free graphics for designers. It has
tutorials for Photoshop and Illustrator. They have tutorials for the beginner and advanced user. Content Creation For Beginners Digital

Art Techniques Digital Art Techniques are all about digital art. Artful Beans covered a lot of resources there. Check out their
Photomosaic Studio – Adobe Photoshop Lightroom Bundle. It contains several tutorials on how to create mosaics. Photoshop Mentor
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Q: Pandas or SQL to Count occurrences for some columns Using Pandas Suppose I have the following DataFrame: name type status 0
john A buyer approved 1 john B order received 2 john A buyer rejected 3 jane B order null 4 jane B order received 5 jane A buyer
null 6 george B order null I would like to count the occurrences of name, type and status for each object. In the end I would like to get
something like this: Name Type Status Count john A buyer 2 john B order 2 jane B order 3 george B order 1 In reality the DataFrame
contains much more columns. I did try to do it with SQL, but I always end up with duplicated rows and I can not figure out how to
solve it properly. EDIT: I tried to do this in SQL using values() and groupby, but I end up with duplicated rows: SELECT name, type,
status, count(name) as count FROM users u WHERE u.type='buyer' and u.status='approved' GROUP BY name, type, status The query
I tried to run: pd.DataFrame(data=pd.values(df.iloc[0].values()).groupby
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Is Martha Stewart Living Omnimedia's income growth sustainable over time? The company's revenue growth has slowed for the last
five quarters, though the market's attention to the brand hasn't diminished. NEW YORK (TheStreet) -- Media is a rapidly changing
field, and the print, television and movie industries have all undergone major shifts in the past few years. So has Martha Stewart Living
Omnimedia. The company, the owner of Martha Stewart's eponymous lifestyle magazine and the Martha Stewart Living television
network, has been among those hardest hit in the media market, struggling to grow revenue and keep pace with the changing media
climate. Last quarter marked the first time the company's revenue growth slowed since it began reporting quarterly results. Revenue
came in at $175.5 million, an increase of 3% over the prior quarter, but down from the 13% growth rate the company posted in the
year-ago quarter. The slowdown was partly attributed to a shift from original content deals, which are often more expensive than
licensing content to an existing media brand, but so far the company is able to maintain or increase revenue. The company's year-to-
year results for the third quarter of 2012 are expected to come out on or about Nov. 15. Most of Martha Stewart Living Omnimedia's
business consists of the company's direct-sales business, which generates revenue mainly from retail sales of the company's home,
lifestyle and gardening product lines, as well as sales of branded candles and other merchandise made under the Martha Stewart Living
brand name. The company's market-share gains came at the expense of rival McCormick & Company, whose revenue came in at
$327.7 million, an increase of 2.7%. However, the company's average revenue per customer (ARPAC), or how much customers spend
on its products, has stayed relatively flat. The ARPAC figure measures the company's performance in units sold, not marketing spend,
and is often used as a comparison figure when judging a company's performance. In the most recent quarter, the average revenue per
customer was $167.38, up slightly from $165.92 the prior quarter. The company's profit grew, boosted by increases in its marketing
and sales departments as well as the growth of its market-share. That margin was up 2.3 percentage points from the prior quarter, to
38.8%. The company also reported a loss of $90.9 million,
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